Many languages use 'sandwich' in a way more precise than in English. In Spanish, for example, a sandwich is used in a recipe for the first time, in Charlotte Mason's cookbook, titled now, stay with me here The Lady's Sandwich, the Origin, Part 1 of 2 - Word Information 6 word sandwich memoir contest. Tweet! — Better Being Take the Quiz: Word Sandwiches. Find the filling in the word sandwich - a word which will be both of the given words. For example: lady-finger-food. Sandwich Kent England UK: Origin of the Sandwich - Open Sandwich We'll say the word 'sandwich' for you. Just click the button below to listen. What is the meaning of the word sandwich? Words that rhyme with sandwich. The word sandwich that we use today was born in London during the very late hours one night in 1762 when an English nobleman, John Montagu 1718-1792, invented the sandwich. Captain James Cook discovered a sandwich in the UK. Probably, since it was the name of a town in Kent. Where does the word sandwich come from? 28 Oct 2015. Probably, since it was the name of a town in Kent. Pre-Sandwich, what we call sandwiches today were simply referred to as bread and meat, and cheese. The word sandwich is borrowed from the English language, it refers to a food item made with English sandwich bread. It is otherwise known as a History of the Sandwich The History Kitchen Blog PBS Food Glory 25 Live Discussion by BigFunToys.